This list was generated coming out of the faculty forums held in October. Cluster names have changed a bit, and faculty interests may have as well, but this list may be helpful, if you're interested in talking with others who might share an interest in a particular cluster. 10/15

IDEAS for Possible Faculty Interests

Future Environments
June, Joe, Brian, Shannon Rogers, MaryAnn, Amy Villamagna, Shannon Rogers, Lisa Doner, Sam Miller, Kimberly Ritchie, Patrick May, Adam Keol, Eric Hoffman, Jeremiah Duncan, Kerry Y., Len Reitsma, Ben Amsden.....

Ethics and Security
Stephanie Halter – other CJ faculty
Bob Heiner
Maria Sanders
Annette Holba
Mettie Waldemarian
Sheryl Shirley
Christian Roberson/Kyle Burke

Education, Democracy, and Social Change
Jason Swift, John K. Becky Noel, Khuan Peng Chong, Whitney Howarth, Education Faculty, Kristy Sweeney, Susan Shapiro, Brandon Haas, Emily Whithgt, Shawn Hackshaw, Trish Lindberg, Education faculty ..... Robin DeRosa

Creative Technologies
Cathie LeBlanc, Ann McLellan, David Martin, Pam Anneser, Matt Kizer, Amanda Whitworth, Christian Roberson/Kyle Burke, Paul Mrozcka, Rick Pfenninger, Nick Sevigney, Evelyn Stiller, Scott Coyckendall, Mary Beth Ray....

Health and Human Enrichment
Mike Son, Heather Doherty, HHP faculty, Becky Busanich, Ryanne Carmichael, Cultural Arts: Liz Ahl, Tom Driscoll, Jason Swift, Jonathan Santore, Kathleen Arecchi, Holly Oliver, Trish Lindberg, Maria Sanders, Katie Herzig, Laura Tilghman, Barbara McCahan.... Counseling/Social Work....

Innovation and Entrepreneurship
Roy Stever, Tom Guarino, Ross Humer, Deborah Brownstein, Bob Nadeau